On existence and uniqueness of solutions to uncertain backward stochastic differential equations FEI Wei-yin Abstract. This paper is concerned with a class of uncertain backward stochastic differential equations (UBSDEs) driven by both an m-dimensional Brownian motion and a d-dimensional canonical process with uniform Lipschitzian coefficients. Such equations can be useful in modelling hybrid systems, where the phenomena are simultaneously subjected to two kinds of uncertainties: randomness and uncertainty. The solutions of UBSDEs are the uncertain stochastic processes. Thus, the existence and uniqueness of solutions to UBSDEs with Lipschitzian coefficients are proved. §1 Introduction Randomness is a basic type of objective uncertainty, and probability theory is a branch of mathematics for studying the behavior of random phenomena. The study of probability theory was started by Pascal and Fermat in 1654, and an axiomatic foundation of probability theory given by Kolmogorov in 1933. The concept of fuzzy set was initiated by Zadeh [37] via membership function in 1965. In order to measure a fuzzy event, Zadeh [38] introduced the theory of possibility. Moreover, fuzzy random variables are mathematical descriptions for fuzzy stochastic phenomena (i.e., a mixture of fuzziness and randomness) and can be defined in several ways on the basis of probability theory and fuzzy mathematics. The concept of fuzzy random variables are introduced by Kwakernaak [21, 22] and Puri and Ralescu [33] . Furthermore, the theory of fuzzy-valued (or set-valued) random systems was also investigated by many researchers, such as Fei [6, 7, 9, 12, [14] [15] [16] , Li and Guan [23], Malinowski et al. [28, 29] and references therein.
show that in the real life imprecise quantities behave neither like randomness nor like fuzziness. When the sample size is too small (even no-sample) to estimate a probability distribution, we have to invite some domain experts to evaluate their belief degree on which each event will occur. Since human beings usually overestimate unlikely events, the belief degree may have much larger variance than the real frequency. Perhaps some people think that the belief degree is subjective probability. However, it is inappropriate because probability theory may lead to counterintuitive results in this case. In order to distinguish it from randomness, we name this phenomenon uncertainty. How do we understand uncertainty? How do we model uncertainty? In order to answer those questions, an uncertainty theory is founded in 2007 by Liu [24] , which then becomes a branch of mathematics for modeling human uncertainty.
We know that the additivity axiom of classical measure theory has been challenged by many mathematicians. The earliest challenge was from the theory of capacities by Choquet [3] in which monotonicity and continuity axioms are assumed. For this reason, an uncertainty theory founded in Liu [24] gives a new system of axioms based on normality, self-duality, countable subadditivity and product measure.
Differential equations have been widely applied in physics, engineering, biology, economics and other fields. With the development of science and technology, practical problems require more and more accurate description. A wide range of uncertainties are added to the differential equation system, thus produce stochastic differential equations, fuzzy differential equations and fuzzy stochastic differential equations. Furthermore, uncertain differential equation, a type of differential equations driven by canonical process, was defined by Liu [24] in 2007. Chen and Liu [1] present an existence and uniqueness theorem of solution for uncertain differential equation under Lipschitz condition and linear growth condition. Zhu [39] investigates the uncertain optimal control with application to a portfolio selection model. In Ge and Zhu [18] , a necessary condition of optimality for uncertain optimal control problem is provided, where the existence and uniqueness of solutions to a backward uncertain differential equation is proven. The neutral uncertain delay differential equations and almost sure stability for uncertain differential equations are discussed in Liu et al. [25, 26] . The optimal control of uncertain stochastic systems with Markovian switching and its applications to portfolio decisions is investigated in [13] .
In the investigations of stochastic dynamic systems, the linear backward stochastic differential equations for the adjoint process in optimal stochastic control were early explored in Kushner [20] , Yong and Zhou [36] and references therein. In 1990, the adapted solution of a backward stochastic differential equation was successfully solved in Pardoux and Peng [32] , which started a new field of study involved in both the mathematical theory and the applications such as control theory, biology, engineering, economics and finance etc. (see e.g. [2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 17] ). Later, the adapted solution of backward stochastic differential equations with non-Lipschitzian coefficients was studied in Mao [30] .
After further investigation, however, we find that, for many real important problems, one can assume that the system under consideration includes both the randomness and the Liu's uncertainty. In fact, the notion and its properties of uncertain random variables are studied by Liu [27] . Hence it might be appropriate that uncertain stochastic dynamic systems are characterized by UBSDEs disturbed by both a Wiener process and a canonical process. In this paper, we first formulate this UBSDEs. Then the existence and uniqueness of solutions to UBSDEs is proven by classical martingale presentation theorem in stochastic calculus and a Picard type iteration. Our results will be meaningful to developing the theory and applications of UBSDEs further.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some preliminary concepts of uncertainty theory are recalled in Section 2. And the notion of the UBSDE is also formulated. Several key propositions are proven in Section 3. In Section 4, the proof of the main theorem is completed. Finally, conclusions are made in Section 5. §2 Preliminaries Throughout this paper, let (Ω, F , {F t } t∈[0,T ] , P ) be a complete, filtered probability space where the sub-σ-field family (F t , t ∈ [0, T ]) of F satisfies the usual conditions and T ∈ [0, ∞) is a time horizon. The Brownian filtration {F t } t∈[0,T ] is generalized by σ(B s : s ≤ t) and P -null sets of F , F T = F , where an m-dimensional Wiener process
⊤ is defined on the probability space (Ω, F , P ). The related properties on probability space refer to [19, 31] . Let (Γ, L, M) be an uncertainty space described in Liu [24] where normality, self-duality, countable subadditivity and product measure axioms are fulfilled. Now we define a filtration which is the sub-σ-field family (L t , t ∈ [0, T ]) of L satisfying the usual conditions. The canonical process filtration
⊤ is defined on the uncertainty space (Γ, L, M). In order to discuss the uncertain stochastic systems, we need to construct a filtered uncertain
, M × P ) on which we can define the related concepts as follows.
from an uncertainty probability space (Γ × Ω, L ⊗ F , M × P ) to the set in R p (resp. R p×m ), i.e., for any Borel set A in R p (resp. R p×m ), the set {ξ ∈ A} = {(γ, ω) ∈ Γ×Ω : ξ(γ, ω) ∈ A} ∈ L⊗F .
(ii) The expected value of an uncertain random variable ξ is defined by
where E P and E M denote the expected values under the uncertainty space and the probability space, respectively.
Obviously, if both a and b are constant, then E[aC t + bB t ] = 0, where C t and B t are a scalar canonical process and a one-dimensional Wiener process (Brownian motion), respectively. Notice that our definition on uncertain random variables is slightly different from the one in Liu [27] , where an uncertain random variable is roughly a function from a probability space to the set of uncertain variables.
The concepts and properties of the canonical process and other uncertain processes refer to Chapter 12 Liu [24] . For x ∈ R p , |x| denote its Euclidean norm. An element y ∈ R p×m will be considered as a p × m matrix; note that its Euclidean norm is given by |y| = T r(yy ⊤ ), and (y, z) = T r(yz
In what follows, we give the notation of uncertain stochastic processes.
is an uncertain random variable. An uncertain stochastic process X(t) is called continuous if the sample paths of X(t) are all continuous functions of t for almost all (γ, ω) ∈ Γ × Ω.
(ii) An uncertain stochastic process X(t) is called
(iii) An uncertain stochastic process is called progressively measurable if it is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra
Moreover, an uncertain stochastic process
progressively measurable if it is progressively measurable and satisfies
where
provided that it exists in mean square and is an uncertain random variable, where C t and B t are a d-dimensional canonical process and an m-dimensional Wiener process, respectively. In this case, X(t) is called Itô-Liu integrable. Specially, when Y (t) ≡ 0, X(t) is called Liu integrable.
The following Itô-Liu formula for the case of multi-dimensional uncertain stochastic processes (see e.g. Fei [13] ) is given.
be an m-dimensional standard Wiener process and a d-dimensional canonical process, respectively. Assume that uncertain stochastic processes X 1 (t), X 2 (t), · · · , X p (t) are given by
where u k (t) are all absolute integrable uncertain stochastic processes, v kl (t) are all square integrable uncertain stochastic processes and w kl (t) are all Liu integrable uncertain stochastic processes.
In what follows, we consider the following uncertain backward stochastic differential equation
being P ⊗ B p ⊗ B p×m /B p×m measurable. Here, P denotes the σ-algebra of progressively measurable subsets of Γ × Ω × [0, T ].
Our main result will be an existence and uniqueness result for an adapted pair {X(t), Y (t); t ∈ [0, T ]} which solves (2.1). In order to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of solution to UBSDEs, we suppose that h(·) satisfies a rather restrictive assumption which implies in particular that the mapping y → h(s, x, y) is a bijection for any (γ, ω, s, x).
In terms of definitions of the expectation operator E[·] and Itô-Liu uncertain stochastic integral, it is easy to see that, for ∀a, For the aim of the study of UBSDE (2.1), in this section, we provide three simplified versions of equation (2.1). First, we consider the following UBSDE
(3.1)
such that UBSDE (3.1) holds.
Proof. For any fixed γ ∈ Γ, we define
is an F t -adapted martingale on the filtered probability space (Ω, F , {F t } t∈[0,T ] , P ) withX(0, γ) = X(0, γ) for almost all γ ∈ Γ. By a well-known martingale representation theorem (see e.g. Karatzas and Shreve [19] , p.182 or Øksendal [31] , p.53), it follows from the assumptions that there existsȲ ∈ M(0, T, R p×m ) such that
where the operator E[·|F t ] denotes the conditional expectation of a stochastic process with respect to the filtration F t . We now define Y (t) =Ȳ (t) − h(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T . It is easily seen that the constructed pair (X, Y ) being adapted solves UBSDE (3.1).
For the proof of uniqueness, let (X 1 , Y 1 ) and (X 2 , Y 2 ) be two solutions to UBSDE (3.1). From Itô-Liu formula (see Theorem 2.5) applied to |X 1 (s) − X 2 (s)| 2 from s = t to T we have
Hence we deduce
which shows X 1 (t) = X 2 (t), Y 1 (t) = Y 2 (t), M × P -a.e. Thus the proof is complete.
We now consider the UBSDE
where f : Γ×Ω×[0, T ]×R p×m → R p is P ⊗B p×m /B p measurable and g : Γ×Ω×[0, T ]×R p×m → R p×d is P ⊗ B p×m /B p×d measurable with the property that
and there exists c > 0 such that
for any y 1 , y 2 ∈ R p×m , and (γ, ω, t) a.e. Note that (3.3) and (3. 
Proof. Uniqueness. Let (X 1 , Y 1 ) and (X 2 , Y 2 ) be two solution to UBSDE (3.2). From Itô-Liu formula (see Theorem 2.5) applied to |X 1 (s) − X 2 (s)| 2 from s = t to T we have
, from which and (3.4) we deduce
which shows, from Gronwall inequality, X 1 (t) = X 2 (t), Y 1 (t) = Y 2 (t) for almost all γ×ω ∈ Γ×Ω.
Existence. Due to Proposition 3.1, we define an approximating sequence by a Picard iteration. Let Y 0 (t) ≡ 0, and
By Theorem 2.5 and same inequalities as above, we have (K = 2c 2 )
Integrating from t to T , we have
which implies that
On the other hand, from (3.7) and (d/dt)ϕ n+1 (t) ≤ 0 we get
whereK =cKe KT . Thus by iterating we get
Since the square roots of the right hand sides of (3.8) and (3.9) are summable series, we know that {X n } (resp. {Y n }) is a Cauchy sequence in
, and passing to the limit in (3.5) as n → ∞, we obtain that the pair (X, Y ) defined by
solves the UBSDE (3.2). Thus the proof is complete.
We now study the UBSDE
being P ⊗ B p /B p×m measurable. Moreover, the following properties hold
Iterating that inequality, we have
Thus together (3.13) we have that {X n } (resp. {Y n }) is a Cauchy sequence in
and passing to the limit in (3.12) as n → ∞, we obtain that the pair (X, Y ) defined by
solves UBSDE (3.10). Thus the proof is complete. §4 Existence and uniqueness of solutions to UBSDE (2.1)
In this section, we consider UBSDE (2.1) as follows
being P ⊗ B p ⊗ B p×m /B p×m measurable. Moreover, the following conditions are satisfied
for all x 1 , x 2 ∈ R p , y 1 , y 2 ∈ R p×m , (γ, ω, t)-a.e.; and there exists α > 0 such that
for all x ∈ R p , y 1 , y 2 ∈ R p×m , (γ, ω, t)-a.e. Note that (4.3) being satisfied is the case of UBSDE (3.10), with α = 1. Thus, (4.2) and (4.3) imply that for all x ∈ R p and (γ, ω, t)-a.e., the mapping y → h(t, x, y) is a bijection from R p×m onto itself. In fact, one-to-one property follows at once from (4.2) and the onto property from continuity (4.3), injectivity, and the fact that lim |y|→+∞ |h(t, x, y)| = +∞ for all x ∈ R p , (γ, ω, t)-a.e. Thus we have the following theorem. 
which solves UBSDE (4.1).
Proof. The proof is an adaptation, with essentially obvious changes, of the proofs the previous results. We just indicate the three steps, and explain the one new argument which is needed in the first step. The first step consists in studying UBSDE 4) where h satisfy the simplified version of (4.2) and (4.3) obtained by suppressing the dependence in x. The second step solves UBSDE
where f, g, h satisfies the simplified version of (4.2) and (4.3) obtained by suppressing the dependence in x. The third step solves UBSDE (4.1).
Let us only discuss UBSDE (4.4). From Proposition 3.1, there exists a unique pair (X,Ȳ ) such that
It remains only to show that givenȲ
From the properties of h, it follows that for any (γ, ω, t, y) ∈ Γ × Ω × [0, T ] × R p×m , there exists a unique element φ t (γ, ω, y) of R p×m such that h(γ, ω, t, φ t (γ, ω, y)) = y. It remains only to show that φ is P ⊗ B p×m /B p×m measurable.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that
. L and F are the Borel fields over Γ and Ω, respectively. Note that the mapping G(γ, ω, t, y) = (γ, ω, t, h(γ, ω, t, y)) is a bijection from E = Γ × Ω × [0, T ] × R p×m onto itself. Since E is a complete and separable metric space, it follows that from Theorem 10.5, page 506 in Ethier and Kurtz [5] 
is P ⊗ B p×m measurable, which proves the above claim for φ. Thus the proof is complete. §5 Conclusions
The theory of UBSDEs combines the theory of backward stochastic differential equations with uncertainty theory, which is a new study field and can be applied in such fields as control theory, physics, engineering, biology, economics and other. It will be an important tool to deal with uncertain stochastic systems with final values satisfying certain conditions. By preparing three propositions, we have proven an existence and uniqueness theorem of solution to the general UBSDEs under the uniform Lipschitzian condition, which is the main contribution of this paper. It is believed that our results will be helpful to the study of UBSDEs.
In the study of control systems, for example, Shen et al. [34] discuss the sampled-data synchronization control problem for a class of dynamical networks. The sampling period is assumed to be time-varying that switches between two different values in a random way with given probability. The addressed synchronization control problem is first formulated as an exponentially mean-square stabilization problem for a new class of dynamical networks that involve both the multiple probabilistic interval delays and the sector-bounded nonlinearities. Then, a novel Lyapunov functional is constructed to obtain sufficient conditions, under which the dynamical network is exponentially mean-square stable. In Wang et al. [35] , a class of nonlinear stochastic time-delay network-based systems with probabilistic data missing is investigated. A nonlinear stochastic system with state delays is employed to model the networked control systems where the measured output and the input signals are quantized by two logarithmic quantizers, respectively. Moreover, the data missing phenomena are modeled by introducing a diagonal matrix composed of Bernoulli distributed stochastic variables taking values of 1 and 0, which describes that the data from different sensors may be lost with different missing probabilities. However, in reality, due to data missing, the parameters estimation is often imprecise so that the system show uncertainty beyond probabilistic uncertainty. So considering only the randomness of the system is inadequate, we think it is necessary to include Liu's uncertainty in the random system. Thus, the theory of uncertain random systems can be applied to the above complex control systems, moreover UBSDEs can be utilized to explore the related nonlinear systems, which is one of our future research direction. On the other hand, we will further explore an existence and uniqueness of solutions to UBSDEs under non-Lipschitzian condition.
